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Reciprocating rod seals are widely used in hydraulic systems to prevent the 
hydraulic fluid from leaking into and polluting the environment. In this research an 
elastohydrodynamic model of a generalized reciprocating hydraulic rod seal, including 
mixed lubrication and surface roughness, has been successfully developed. This model 
consists of coupled fluid mechanics, contact mechanics, thermal analysis and deformation 
analyses. 
Such model is capable of predicting the key seal performance characteristics, 
especially net leakage and friction force. This allows evaluation of potential seal designs 
and serves as design tools. Also as this model has been developed, the basic physics of 
seal operation has been clarified, which stimulates the development of innovative seal 
concepts, such as seals with engineered sealing surfaces.  
The results of this study indicate that in general, hydraulic rod seals operate in the 
mixed lubrication regime, although under certain conditions full film lubrication may 
occur over a portion of the sealing zone. The roughness of the seal surface and the rod 
speeds play important roles in determining whether or not a seal will leak. Cavitation 
during the outstroke and partial full film lubrication during the instroke tend to prevent 
net leakage. The behavior of a reciprocating hydraulic rod seal with a double lip or two 
seals in tandem arrangement can be very different from that of a similar seal with a single 
lip. For the double lip seal, the secondary lip can strongly affect the behavior of the 
primary lip by producing an elevated pressure in the interlip region.  The same seal 
 xx 
characteristics that promote effective sealing in a single lip seal and, in addition structural 
decoupling of multiple lips, are found to promote effective sealing in a multiple lip seal.  
The model is validated through comparisons of model predictions with 
experimental measurements and observations by industry partners. The results have 
shown the predicted leakage and friction force for various seal and operation conditions 
are consistent with the measurements. 
A seal with micro-pattern on the sealing surface also has been investigated. The 
results indicate that an elaborately designed pattern can improve the sealing 
characteristics of the seal, without significantly affecting the friction force.  
In the end, the selection of the rod seal for a specific application using this 
analytical model is demonstrated. The best design can be picked up before a prototype 








CHAPTER 1  
ITRODUCTIO 
 
1.1 Problem Description 
A serious potential problem in hydraulic systems is the leakage of hydraulic fluid 
from the cylinders past the reciprocating rod seals. Not only can this leakage affect the 
system performance but, more importantly, it can lead to environmental pollution since 
such leakage directly enters the natural surroundings. Thus, the rod seal is one of the 
most critical components in hydraulic systems. 
At the present time, although much has been learned about such seals from 
experimental studies, their basic behavior is still poorly understood. Consequently, the 
seal designer has virtually no analytical tools, beyond finite element structural analysis 
[1]-[4], with which to predict the behavior of potential seal designs or interpret test 
results. Neither does he/she have a conceptual framework upon which to base a design. 
Thus, current seal design is almost completely an empirical process. 
1.2 Objective of the Research 
The objective of this research is the development of a numerical model of a 
generalized reciprocating hydraulic rod seal, including mixed lubrication and surface 
roughness. Such a model would be capable of predicting the key seal performance 






A successful numerical rod seal model would allow evaluation of potential seal 
designs before any hardware is built. It could therefore be used to screen potential 
designs and select only the most promising ones to be prototyped and tested. As testing 
proceeds, it could be used to guide the test program by determining the strategy for 
making design modifications.  
In addition, such a seal model would stimulate the development of innovative seal 
concepts, such as seals with engineered sealing surfaces. Through development of the 
model, the basic physics of seal operation would become clarified, leading to new ideas 
for more effective sealing. These concepts can then be explored through simulations, 
using the model. 
A sketch of a typical hydraulic rod seal is shown in Figure 1.1. The region where 
the seal lip appears to meet the rod is termed the sealing zone; it is where the sealing 
action takes place. Figure 1.2 shows how the sealing zone has been represented by most 
previous models: the surfaces of the rod and seal are assumed perfectly smooth and 
completely separated by a continuous film of hydraulic fluid, i.e. full film lubrication. 
 
Figure 1.1: Typical hydraulic rod seal. 
 
seal 













Figure 1.2: Sealing zone, as represented in previous models. 
 
The analysis of the seal behavior is a problem in soft elastohydrodynamics, since 
the fluid pressure distribution in the sealing zone deforms the seal and affects the film 
thickness distribution, while the film thickness distribution affects the fluid mechanics 
and determines the fluid pressure distribution.  In the previous models, the neglect of 
roughness and the assumption of full film lubrication have been shown through 
experiment to be unrealistic [5]-[7], and have led to erroneous predictions. For example, 
some studies predict that a seal which produces a static contact pressure distribution with 
a steep slope near the liquid side of the sealing zone and a gradual slope near the air side, 
will not leak provided the ratio of the outstroke rod speed to the contact pressure slope on 
the liquid side is less than the ratio of the instroke rod speed to the contact pressure slope 
on the air side [8]. Experience has shown that this is not necessarily true. 
In the present study, the assumptions of zero roughness and full film lubrication 
have been eliminated. It should be noted that a recent series of papers also takes account 
of surface roughness and mixed lubrication, but is limited to a special class of seals, those 







1.3 Brief Summary of Each Chapter 
Chapter 1 contains a brief description of the problem and the objective of the 
research. 
Chapter 2 focuses on the research background of modeling and simulation of rod 
seals. This part summarizes the limitations of previous work and introduces the new 
coupled model which considers mixed lubrication and surface roughness. 
Chapter 3 is the theoretical focus of the thesis. Using the single lip seal as an 
example, all the methodology is elaborated in this chapter.  
Chapter 4 introduces the double lip seal and tandem seal. The advantages and 
disadvantages between them and single lip seal are discussed.   
Chapter 5 introduces the step seal. Its performance is compared with the double 
lip seal for various operation conditions.  
Chapter 6 analyzes a seal with a micro-scale surface pattern. It is shown that a 
properly designed pattern is effective in improving the leakage characteristics of 
hydraulic seals. 
Chapter 7 compares the performance of a U-cup seal and O-ring for a micro 
actuator application. 






CHAPTER 2  
RESEARCH BACKGROUD 
 
A significant amount of research on reciprocating hydraulic seals, both 
experimental and theoretical has been performed in the last eighty years and is described 
in a recent review [12]. Theoretical modeling work dates back to at least 1964 [13]. Since 
that time many studies have been performed, but these have not had a significant impact 
on the practical aspects of seal design, as implied above (in the Introduction section). The 
reason for this will be discussed below. 
2.1 Experimental Studies 
Experimental research on hydraulic seals has made steady progress as 
experimental techniques developed. From using counting cups for leakage measurements 
to the high speed CCD camera filming of the contacting surface, there has been a long 
journey to the success of custom built measurement and observation techniques. The 
leakage rate, the seal frictional force, the contact film thickness and the contact pressure 
distribution are the four most important characteristics in all of those studies. 
Collecting the fluid leaked out of a cylinder using a counting cup and weighing 
the mass is the oldest and the most popular method for the measurement of leakage of 
reciprocating seals [14]-[20]. This is also the standard method used in industry. If the 
leaked fluid is so little that all of it evaporates and can’t be collected, the seal is 






measuring the electrical capacitance of leaked oil layers using electrodes also have been 
used by researchers [21]. 
Most of the experimental studies include the measurement of friction force 
exerted on the rod by the reciprocating seals. The friction force itself can be very easily 
measured by force transducer [22]-[24]. There mostly lie two problems. First is the 
suspension of housing or rod, which may introduce non-negligible contributions to total 
friction; different techniques were used to minimize or measure that part. Second is the 
separation of the measurements for the outstroke and instroke friction. Mainly four 
schemes have been developed. White and Denny [25] in 1947 designed the basic 
concepts of friction measurement, which has two seals at the two ends of the housing. 
Cheyney, Muller and Duval [26] in 1950 designed a test rig to determine separate 
outstroke and instroke friction, which has a seal at one end of housing and a clearance at 
the other end. Rod with a closed housing technique is developed by Lawrie and 
O’Donoghue [27] in 1964. The concepts of a divided rod, two rods are connected by a 
force transducer, was used by Gawrys and Kollek [28] in 1984.   
The techniques used for the measurement of static contact pressure distributions 
include strain gauge, piezoelectric force transducer, photo elastic method, as well as 
inductive transducer. Most of these methods are developed in 1970s to 1980s by Olssen, 
Molari, Austin, Kawahara and more [16], [18], [29]-[39]. 
The measurement of the contact film thickness using optical interferometry has 
been discussed since at least the 1960s. However, from the early works of Blok and 
Koens [40] in 1965 and Roberts and Tabor [41] a few years later, to recent studies of 






surfaces (due to surface roughness and dark color), the specimen either is specially 
molded to improve its smoothness or covered by an external thin sheet. However, these 
methods change the rubber’s natural surface roughness; so the tests may not reflect 
reality. Rana [45] developed a gold coating method; seal specimens were coated with 
four 50 nm thick layers of gold. This method minimized the influence on seal roughness.  
Apart from optical interferometry, direct observation of lubricating films also has 
been done. From the 1970s to recently, Schrader, Kawahara and Rana have designed 
various test rigs to record the sealing surface using a high speed camera [6], [46]-[48]. 
Rana’s recent rig is capable of observing cavitation from hydraulic fluid starvation, air 
bubbles at the edges of the sealing contact, as well as obstruction of fluid replenishment 
by the accumulation of debris particles under dynamic conditions, such as varying 
contact load on the seal, the reciprocating frequency, and the stroking length.  
2.2 Theoretical Studies 
2.2.1 Material Models 
In order to allow automatic adaption to shaft vibration and sealed pressure 
variations, seals normally are made of flexible materials, either elastomers (generally 
rubber compounds), or thermoplastics such as PTFE, polyurethanes. For strains 
exceeding a certain limit, such materials exhibit a non-linear stress–strain behavior, 
including hyperelasticity, viscoelasticity and viscoplasticity, which make their material 
property modeling a complicated task.  
For incompressible, rubber-like materials, the most popular phenomenological 






Hookean model [55] and Mooney–Rivlin model [56]-[57]. In these models, the 
mechanical properties are represented in terms of the energy function. Specifically, the 
elastic strain energy per unit volume W is expressed as a function of the three strain 
invariants, that is W = W (I1, I2, I3). I1, I2, I3 are functions of λ1 λ2 λ3, where λi (i = 1, 2, 3) 
stands for principal stretch (ratio of deformed to reference length).  
For Neo-Hookean model, the form of the strain energy potential is: 
 21
1
W ( I 3 ) ( J 1)
2 d
µ
= − + −  (2.1) 
where:  
µ = initial shear modulus of materials 
d = material incompressibility parameter 
For 2 parameter Mooney-Rivlin model, the form of the strain energy potential is: 
 210 1 01 2 11 1 2
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W C ( I 3 ) C ( I 3 ) C ( I 3 )( I 3 ) ( J 1)
d
= − + − + − − + −  (2.2) 
where: 10 01 11C ,C ,C ,d are material constants. 
For Ogden model, the form of the strain energy potential is: 
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where: 
N = material constant 
i i k, ,dµ α  = material constants 
Although hydraulic seals are made largely or entirely of rubber, silicone and other 
elastomers, PTFE and other composite materials are also widely used because of their 






elastomers are their low friction, avoidance of extrusion and high resistance to thermal 
and chemical degradation [58]. 
PTFE is a thermoplastic and is well known for its low-friction properties. It has a 
very high resistance to ageing and suitable for applications with temperatures in excess of 
250
◦
C [59] which are not allowed for elastomers. To improve its mechanical properties, 
PTFE normally is filled with metal, graphite or glass fibers to form complex compounds. 
So PTFE in its various compounds has different response in tension and compression, its 
yield point, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio all greatly depend on its composition 
and manufacture process [60]-[63].  
2.2.2 Seal Mechanisms 
The elasticity of polymers makes the theoretical analysis of hydraulic seals a 
complicated task. The complexity of the phenomenological materials models allows 
analytical solutions in structural analysis for only the simplest geometries such as 
rectangular. In recent studies, commercial finite-element software has been used to deal 
with complex geometries. 
Since a lubricating film of micrometer thickness is present at the contacting 
surface, the fluid mechanics of the lubricating film is coupled with the elastic 
deformation mechanics of the sealing element. The calculation of that film thickness and 
its distribution in a contact is based on the theory of elastohydrodynamics lubrication. 
The fluid mechanics of the lubricating film is governed by the Reynolds equation (for the 
hydrodynamic pressure P), which contains the local film thickness H. The deformation of 






coupling between these equations is handled in one of two ways, the direct method or the 
inverse method. 
In the inverse method [8], [17], [64] the hydrodynamic pressure distribution is 
assumed to be known and equal to the static contact pressure distribution (since the static 
interference is much larger than the additional deformations due to the hydrodynamic 
pressure). The Reynolds equation is then solved for the film thickness distribution, in 
closed form, yielding a simple expression that can be used to estimate the leakage during 
the instroke and outstroke. White and Denny [14] assumed a parabolic static pressure 
distribution and a tapered film profile to calculate film thickness. Müller [15] also used a 
tapered film profile but the contact pressures are derived from measurements. Later, 
according to inverse hydrodynamic theory [65], the Reynolds equation is used to obtain a 
cubic algebraic equation for the film thickness [66]. However, the flexibility of the seals 
brings numerical instability problems for the application of this method to elastomeric 
seals [67]-[69]. To tackle this problem, Nikas [70] developed a modified version of the 
inverse hydrodynamic theory. Instead of solving the cubic algebraic equation, a first-
order, ordinary differential equation is obtained and solved. 
In the direct method, iteration is used. The film thickness distribution H is initially 
guessed, and the Reynolds equation is numerically solved for the pressure distribution P. 
The pressure P is then inserted into the elasticity equations, which are solved for the 
deformation (e.g. using FEA) and, therefore, H. The new values of H are inserted into the 
Reynolds equation, which is re-solved for new pressure P. Iteration is continued until the 
solution is converged. However, numerical instability and inconsistency also exists for 






numerical convergence. Most studies have been focused on the improvement of 
numerical stability.  
The study of Field and Nau [71], are representatives of this methodology. Ruskell 
[72] tackled the instability problem by combining the elasticity equation of the seal and 
the Reynolds equation, which was solved iteratively. A similar method is used by Prati 
and Strozzi [41] and Yang, Y. and Hughes [73]. Then Nikas [9]-[11], [74]-[76] 
developed a method that separates the effect of the roughness asperities and the effect of 
the bulk contact pressure. However the problems of convergence and consistency still 
have not been totally solved. 
Most of the previous analytical models of reciprocating rod seals make two key 
assumptions: i. full film lubrication, i.e. a continuous liquid lubricating film separates the 
sealing element from the rod during operation, and ii. perfectly smooth sealing surfaces. 
While these models has been of some help to designers in that it gives some guidance as 
to the required shape of the static contact pressure distribution, it was found as early as 
1973 that there are serious problems with the basic assumptions of all the models 
discussed above [5]. Experimental measurements have shown that the assumption of full 
film lubrication is very questionable. Over a wide range of conditions, mixed lubrication 
(in which there is asperity contact between the sealing element and the rod) occurs [6]. 
Furthermore, the assumption of smooth sealing surfaces is unrealistic. Experiments have 
shown that surface roughness, especially roughness of the sealing element, plays an 
important role in the lubrication of these seals [7]. 
Thus, it is not surprising that previous research studies, in particular previous 






model must take account of both mixed lubrication and surface roughness effects. It is the 






CHAPTER 3  
SIGLE LIP SEAL 
 
3.1 Seal Configuration 
Figure 3.1 shows a typical single lip U-Cup hydraulic rod seal, which is 
characterized by a sealing lip that contacts the rod with a line contact for a wide range of 
pressures. At the oil side, the angle between the lip and rod is much larger than that at air 
side. This has been proven to be a critical point for a successful design. 
 
Figure 3.1: Typical single lip U-Cup hydraulic rod seal. 
 
During the outstroke, as the rod moves to the right, hydraulic fluid is drawn out of 
the cylinder with Couette flow in the sealing zone. In most conventional actuator 
applications, the cylinder pressure adjacent to the seal is ambient during the outstroke. 
However, in the injection molding application, that pressure is significant and results in 
 
seal 














Poiseuille flow in the outward direction in addition to the Couette flow. During the 
instroke, as the rod moves to the left, hydraulic fluid is drawn back into the cylinder, with 
Couette flow in the sealing zone. Since in all applications there is a significant cylinder 
pressure adjacent to the seal during the instroke, there is also Poiseuille flow in the 
outward direction. The net leakage over a cycle will equal the fluid transport during the 
outstroke minus that during the instroke. In order for the net leakage to be zero, the fluid 
transport out of the cylinder during the outstroke must be less than the inward transport 
that the seal is capable of inducing during the instroke. The net leakage per cycle of the 
seal is defined as the difference between the fluid transport out of the cylinder during the 
outstroke and the transport back into the cylinder during the instroke.  
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the sealing zone, as it is represented in the 
present model, in a state of mixed lubrication. In general there will be contact between 
asperities on the lip surface and the rod. The rod is much smoother than the seal, so it is 
treated as perfectly smooth. There will also be a lubricating film of hydraulic fluid in this 
region, usually of µm or sub-µm scale thickness.  
 








In order to compute the net leakage through the sealing zone, as well as the 
friction force on the rod and the details of the behavior in the sealing zone, a model that 
analyzes the sealing zones must be developed. 
This model consists of four components, a fluid mechanics analysis of the flow in 
the lubricating film, a contact mechanics analysis of the contacting asperities, a 
deformation analysis of the seal, and a thermal analysis of the hydraulic fluid in the 
sealing zone.  
The fluid mechanics analysis computes the fluid pressure distribution in the 
sealing zone, the leakage rate and the viscous friction, and reveals if cavitation occurs. 
This cavitation happens when the pressure gets very low, and air that is dissolved in the 
hydraulic fluid comes out of solution to form a liquid-air mixture. 
The contact mechanics analysis computes the contact pressure distribution and the 
friction due to contacting asperities. 
The thermal analysis computes the heat generation and the temperature at the 
contacting surface, and then determines the viscosity of the hydraulic fluid. 
The deformation mechanics analysis computes the deformed shape of the seal, 
which allows one to determine the fluid film thickness distribution and the local 
interference. 
Since these four components are strongly coupled, an iterative computation 
procedure is required.  
To achieve this objective with a reasonable computation time, it has been 






I. This is a steady-state model, so it is only valid when the stroke length is large 
compared to the seal width.  
II. Since only steady state is considered, viscoelastic effects are not present. 
III. The rod is treated as perfectly smooth. This is reasonable, since during the run-
in period, the rod is polished to a very smooth finish. The rod surface 
roughness is typically one-tenth that of the seal surface. 
IV. The deformation is treated as hyperelastic. 
V. The geometry is assumed as axisymmetric. 
VI. The air side of the seal is flooded with lubricant, so the fluid transport during 
instroke can always be calculated. 
VII. The Greenwood-Williamson contact model is used, which ignores dynamic 
effects. 
VIII. The friction force due to contacting asperities is computed with an empirical 
friction coefficient. 
3.3 Fluid Mechanics Analysis 
3.3.1 Governing Equations 
Since the thickness of the lubrication film normally is on the micro meter scale, 
which is small when compared to the length of the sealing zone, this allows the flow in 
the sealing zone to be modeled as one-dimensional using a Cartesian coordinate system. 
The fluid mechanics of the lubricating film is governed by Reynolds equation. Since 
cavitation is possible in portions of the film, the cavitation index F and the average 






In dimensionless terms, 
 ( ){ }ˆ3 F s.c.xxx T dd dF d[ H e ] 6 1 1 F H Fˆ ˆ ˆ ˆdx dx dx dx
α φ φφφ ζ φ−   = + − +   
 (3.1) 
In the liquid region, F equals 1 and Φ represents the dimensionless fluid pressure, 
 0 F 1 and Pφ φ≥ = =  (3.2) 
while in the cavitated region, F equals 0 and Φ is related to the dimensionless density. 
 ˆ0 F 0 and P 0, 1φ ρ φ< = = = +  (3.3) 
The boundary conditions are, 
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The average truncated film thickness is given by, 
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Here xxφ  and s.c.xφ  are flow factors that take into account the effect of the surface 
roughness of the seal lip. They are functions of the ratio of the film thickness to the 
roughness amplitude and the roughness geometry (aspect ratio and orientation of the 
asperities). These flow factors are computed numerically using equations derived and 
outlined by Patir and Cheng [78]-[79]. 
The Reynolds equation, eq.(3.1), is put into finite volume form and solved for Φ 






pressure distribution and the locations of cavitating regions. The flow rate (per unit 
circumferential length) and the shear stress on the rod can then be computed from,  
 ( ){ }ˆ F 3xx T s.c.xdFq̂ e H 6 1 1 F H F
dx
α φ φφ ζ φ φ−  = − + + − +   (3.7) 
and, 
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ˆ ˆ H dF
ˆ e
ˆE H 2 dx
α φτ σ ς σ φτ φ φ φ
ξ ξ
−−= = − −  (3.8) 
The shear stress flow factors, fφ  , fssφ , and fppφ  are obtained from [79]. 
3.3.2 umerical Algorithms 
The analytical solution of equation (3.1) is not obtainable. Thus, a numerical 
method is implemented.  A control volume scheme is used to discretize the equation over 
the solution domain to get a system of linear equations. Then these equations are solved 
using the tri-diagonal matrix algorithm.   
The solution domain is generated during the deformation analysis; the coordinate 
of every node and the contact pressure at every node is exported and written to an output 









Figure 3.3: Diagram of control volume for discretization process. 
 
A single control volume illustrates how the Reynolds equation is discretized.  
This control volume scheme uses the e and w nodes, which are defined as being located 




























α φϕ −=  (3.10) 
Equation (3.1) then becomes: 
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 (3.11) 
Integrating equation (3.11) over the control volume from wx  to ex  yields the 
following: 
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 (3.12) 
Now, integrating the first term, 
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 (3.13) 
Approximating the derivative with finite differences gives 
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Finite differencing the second term yields, 
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where ( )
eT
H  and ( )
wT
H  are defined using the arithmetic mean, 
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An “upwind” scheme is applied to Equation, where the scheme is dependent on 
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 (3.18) 
For flow in a negative x-direction, the second term is defined by, 
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(3.19) 
By grouping similar terms from the simplification of the finite difference 
equations and applying a harmonic mean for the flow factors, the third term becomes, 
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Then substitute equations (3.13)-(3.19) back into equation (3.12), the equation 
(3.12) becomes, 
 P P E E W WA A A bϕ ϕ ϕ= + +  (3.21) 
where for a positive rod speed 
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In terms of the node index i, equation is unified as,  
 1 1i i i i i i iA B C Dϕ ϕ ϕ+ −= + +  (3.24) 
where Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di are defined for a positive speed by, 
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 (3.26) 
Equation (3.24) is solved using the TDMA procedure.  
The TDMA procedure is programmed using FORTRA5 language and is compiled 
in Compaq Visual Fortran environment. 
3.4 Contact Mechanics Analysis 
The contact mechanics analysis is based on the Greenwood and Williamson 
surface contact model [81]-[82], and is used to compute the contact pressure Pc.  
3.4.1 Greenwood and Williamson Surface Contact Model 
Assuming all the contacting asperities are purely elastic and treating each asperity 
contact spot as a separate, independently acting Hertzian contact between a sphere and a 






































































= −∫ . The integration can’t be calculated analytically, 
so a numerical computation is made. Using Matlab to compute this integration at a series 
of points and using a fourth order polynomial curve to fit; one finds that, with a stand 
error of -41.5 10×  and 2 0.999999R = , 
 ( ) 4 3 210 4 3 2 1 0
d d d d
log I = C ( ) +C ( ) +C ( ) +C ( )+C
σ σ σ σ
 (3.30) 
Where C4 = 5.27094E-04, C3 = -1.01490E-02, C2 = -0.124475, C1 = -0.619892 
and C0 = -0.367014.  The maximum error for 
z
σ
 from 0 to 6 is 0.13%. This range covers 
the range of mixed lubrication (from 0 to 3) and all the possible film thickness for this 
numerical model. 
 In eq. (3.29), E is Young’s modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio, which are material 
property; I is a function of film thickness and calculated numerically; η  asperity density, 
σ is the RMS roughness and R is average radius of asperities, which must be measured 
experimentally.   
The shear stress on the rod due to contacting asperities is computed from the 
following equation: 













using an empirical friction coefficient f. 
3.4.2 Surface Measurements 
In the Greenwood and Williamson surface contact model, a surface is defined by 
three characteristics: root mean square roughnessσ , asperity density η  and average 
radius of asperities R. Because the parameters η  and R are highly scale dependent, while 
the autocorrelation length is relatively independent to the sampling interval within a 
reasonable range, we identify R as the autocorrelation length al , and taking the surface 
roughness to be isotropic, η  is computed from autocorrelation length al : let 
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η =  (3.32) 
So the root mean square roughness σ and autocorrelation length al should be 
measured directly.  
Figure 3.4 shows the image of the surface of a typical polyurethane seal lip taken 
by a microscope. A regular pattern of circumferential grooves or ridges spaced about 0.04 








Figure 3.4: Surface image of a typical polyurethane seal lip. 
 














Figure 3.6: Surface profile measurements from a ZYGO optical profilemeter. 
 
Four groups of samples are measured. On average, the RMS roughness is 
estimated at 0.8µm and the autocorrelation length is estimated at 4µm and asperity 
density is estimated at 11 24 10  m−× .  
3.5 Thermal Analysis 
During sliding, the temperature at the contact zone rises due to frictional heat 
generation. Since the mechanical properties (such as elastic modulus and hardness) and 
lubricating properties varies with the interface temperature, an estimate of the interface 







The heat is generated at the contacting surface and then conducted into the seal 
and rod. The partition of heat is determined by assuming the surface temperature of the 
two parts is the same. From Table 3.1, it is seen that the thermal conductivity of steel is 
over 100 times larger than that of polyurethane, so essentially all of the heat generated in 
the sealing zone by viscous and contact friction ( avgτ̂ and cτ̂ ) is transferred to the rod. 
Then the rod sliding through the reciprocating seal can be treated as a band source over a 
semi-infinite body.  
 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of a moving band heat source over a semi-infinite body. 
 
3.5.2 Governing Equations 
The heat transfer in the rod is governed by the classic heat conduction equation in 
a homogeneous isotropic solid. It is assumed that thermal properties are constant and heat 
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The closed form solution of equation (3.33) is not available. Thus, an approximate 
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Since the first equation had been developed for Peclet numbers ( r pc Ul / kρ ) 
greater than 10 and the second for Peclet numbers less than 0.5, their use in the 
intermediate region represents an extrapolation. Comparison with the equations of Ref. 
[84], which include a separate correlation for the intermediate region, indicates a 




























This temperature is used to calculate the viscosity in the fluid mechanics analysis. 
The viscosity at several temperatures is given in Table 3.1. Interpolation is done with an 
exponential function. As pointed out earlier, this analysis assumes steady state, and is 
valid for applications in which the stroke length is significantly larger than the seal width. 
3.6 Deformation Analysis 
The radial (normal) deformation of the sealing element is computed by the finite 
element method, using the commercial software A5SYS.  
3.6.1 Seal Geometry 
Since the seal has a fairly complex shape, the geometric profile of the seal is quite 
difficult to be accurately generated in A5SYS. Therefore a separate CAD system is used 
to build the geometry and then exported to A5SYS for further analysis. The original 
designs of the seal are provided by the seal manufacture. 
3.6.2 Material Properties 
The seal under study, a Hallite U-cup rod seal, is made of polyurethane. Since 
steel is much more rigid than elastic polymers, to simplify the analysis, the housing and 
rod are assumed to be constructed from the same grade of steel. Then it is only necessary 
to consider two kinds of materials. For the steel, a linear elastic model is used with a 
Young’s Modulus of 210 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.29. For polyurethane, a 
hyperelastic model is used. At room temperature, it has an initial Young’s Modulus of 43 
MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.499. The coefficients for the two parameter Mooney 






3.6.3 Element Type 
Plane183 is selected for seal body, rod and housing. It is a higher order 2D 8-node 
or 6-node element. It has quadratic displacement behavior and is well suited for modeling 
with irregular meshes. This element has two degrees of freedom at each node: 
translations in the nodal x and y directions. The element may be used as a plane element 
(plane stress, plane strain and generalized plane strain) or as an axisymmetric element. 
This element has plasticity, hyperelasticity, creep, stress stiffening, large deflection, and 






Figure 3.9: PLANE183 geometry. 
 
Contact pairs between the seal and rod and between the seal and housing are 
defined using elements CONTA172 and TARGE169 with a coefficient of friction of 0.25.  
The CONTA172 element was used to simulate the contact surfaces as it is a 2-D 3-node 
surface-to-surface element.  The TARGE169 is a 2-D target element, which is applied to 
rod and housing as they are much more rigid than the seal. The augmented Lagrangian 
method is selected for the contact algorithm. 






From the fluid mechanics analysis, it’s noted that the Poiseuille flow rate is 
proportional to the cube of film thickness and the Couette flow rate is proportional to film 
thickness, which means the flow rate is quite sensitive to film thickness. The mesh must 
be carefully refined to make the contact pressure curve as smooth as possible; at the same 
time, the total number of nodes must be limited since the computation time increases 
dramatically with node count.  So at areas with a high pressure gradient such as the lip tip, 
the mesh must be refined, while at other areas, a moderate mesh is sufficient.  
A convergence study was performed to ensure accurate results: the mesh was 
refined until further the results did not yield significantly different results. Figure 3.10 
shows the meshed seal. 
 
 






3.6.5 Boundary Conditions 
Figure 3.11 shows the defined boundary conditions. The housing and rod are 
fixed in the x direction. The housing moves down and rod moves up in the y direction to 
simulate the mounting process. The red outline around the seal surface shows the location 
of the surface load exerted by the sealed hydraulic fluid. The red arrows in the sealing 
zone indicate the generated fluid pressure in the lubrication film, which is computed from 












At the oil side, for the areas without contact, oil pressure is a surface load exerted 
on the seal; at the contact area, the contact pressure serves as a surface load. These two 
loads must be continuous along the boundary, so it’s important to determine the node that 
separates the contact area and non-contact area. This process is performed via a trial and 
error iteration.  
Figure 3.12 shows the method.  
 
 
Figure 3.12: Deformed seal tip with node number and surface load. 
 
The red line indicates the region of added surface load from oil pressure. Initially 
node 114 is used as a guess of the boundary, and then after analysis, it is observed that 






boundary. Then the oil surface load is revised according to the new boundary and the 
analysis is run again. Such a process iterates until the contact pressure at the boundary 
node has the best match with the sealed fluid pressure. Figure 3.13 shows the optimum 
surface load on seal. Also notice the node numbers in the sealing zone is not always 
continuous, such as node 114 between node 413 and node 415. It’s important to find the 
























Figure 3.13: Static surface loads on the seal. 
 
3.6.6 Integration with Other Analysis 
Since the deformation analysis is performed in A5SYS and all others are done in 






them together. Depending on whether these are done simultaneously or not, there are two 
methods: online method and influence coefficient method. 
3.6.6.1 Online Method 
The online method is just straightforward. Figure 3.14 shows the flowchart. The 
main program is written in FORTRA5. During every iteration, when it goes to the 
deformation analysis step, A5SYS is called and run at background in batch mode. The 
fluid pressure and frictional stress are read in from the output file of the fluid mechanics 
analysis and used to define the loads at the sealing zone. When the deformation analysis 
is finished, the contact nodes coordinates and contact pressure are written to an output 
file. They are then imported by Compaq Visual Fortran and used in the succeeding 
analysis. This process iterates until the change in fluid pressures is less than a given 






Input seal and fluid, seal properties & 
operating conditions
Input initial guess of fluid 















Calculate flow factors 
















3.6.6.2 Influence Coefficient Method 
The pros of online method are its accuracy and as it is running in the A5SYS 
environment, a non-linear material model can be utilized. However its cons are also 
significant. At high sealed pressure or high speeds, it takes a very long time to converge, 
which is sometimes intolerable.  
It’s observed that during the deformation analysis, the frictional stress load has 
very little effect on the contact pressure. Figure 3.15 shows the comparison of contact 
































with frictional stress load
without frictional stress load
 
Figure 3.15: Comparison of contact pressure with and without frictional stress load. 
 
Also since the variation of film thickness is significantly smaller than the 
dimension of the seal itself, according to small deformation theory, it is recognized that in 






every location. Thus, in discretized form with n axial nodes across the sealing zone, the 
film thickness at the i
th
 node can be expressed as, 
 1
1
( ) ( )
n
i s ik t sc k
k
H H I P P
=
= + −∑  (3.36) 
The proportionality factors 1( )ikI , the “influence coefficients,” are computed off-
line using A5SYS. Figure 3.16 shows a typical distribution of the influence coefficients. 
The pressure Pt is the sum of the fluid and contact pressures. Psc is the static contact 
pressure distribution, computed off-line with the same finite element code used to obtain 
the influence coefficients. Thus, with this “influence coefficient method”, the model 
contains only linear algebraic equations. 
 
 







Figure 3.17 shows the computational procedure for a single lip seal using 
influence coefficient method, which is different from that of the on-line method. First, 
input the seal properties, fluid properties and operating conditions, initial guesses of the 
film thickness and cavitation index as well as the influence coefficients and static contact 
pressure. The fluid mechanics analysis is then performed to yield the fluid pressure 
distribution. Next, the contact mechanics analysis is performed to yield the contact 
pressure distribution. Based on this contact pressure distribution and the fluid pressure 
distribution, the normal deformation of the seal is computed, and then the film thickness 
distribution is updated. Iteration continues until the solution converges. Auxiliary 
















3.7 Computational Scheme  
Since the fluid mechanics analysis, the contact mechanics analysis, the structural 
deformation analysis, and the thermal analysis are all strongly coupled, an iterative 
computation procedure is required. 
For both the pressure iteration and film thickness iteration, relaxation technique is 
used to solve the instability problem. A proper relaxation coefficient is found by trial and 
error method since normally it is dependent on operation conditions and seal surface 
characteristics.   
When the relative change at any node is smaller than a given criterion, iteration is 
considered to be converged. The value of 31 10−× is used for both the pressure loop and 
film thickness loop.   
As the online method is extremely time consuming, it is only applied to the 
analysis of the seals with simple geometry at base case, such as the single lip seal, O-ring 
and the step seal. For the seal with double lip or with surface pattern or the tandem seal, 
the influence coefficient method is implemented. 
3.8 Results 
Computations have been performed for a typical hydraulic rod seal used in an 
injection molding application. For this application, different from the conventional 
hydraulic cylinder, the sealed pressure is same for outstroke and instroke [85].  
The base parameters for which computations have been performed are shown in 







Table 3.1: Base parameters of the single lip U-cup seal. 
Seal Hallite U-cup 
Seal material   polyurethane 
Elastic modulus, E  43 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio, ν  0.499 
Thermal conductivity - rod  46 W/m-K 
Thermal conductivity - seal  0.25 W/m-K 
Sealed pressure, Psealed 6.90 MPa (1000 psi) 
Rod diameter, D  88.9 mm (3.5”) 
Stroke length 1.93 m (76”) 
Speed – outstroke, U  0.635 m/s (25 in/s) 
Speed – instroke, -U  0.813 m/s (32 in/s) 
Sealed fluid Mobil DTE 25 oil 
Viscosity 0.0387 Pa-s at 40
 o
C 
0.0167 Pa-s at 66.5 
o
C 
0.0058 Pa-s at 100 
o
C 
Pressure-viscosity coefficient, α  20 x 10-9 Pa-1 
Asperity radius, R  4 µm 
RMS roughness, σ  0.8 µm 
Asperity density, η  4x1011 m-2 
Sealing zone length, L  2.5 mm 
Asperity contact friction coefficient, f  0.25 
Aspect ratio, γ  1 
 
3.8.1 Leakage and Friction 
Figure 3.18 shows the computed fluid transport per stroke versus seal roughness. 
All parameters other than the seal roughness are equal to the base values. Both the 
outstroke and instroke transports increase almost linearly with roughness. For zero net 
leakage per cycle, the outstroke transport must be less than the potential instroke 
transport. From the Figure 3.18 it is seen that this occurs when the roughness is below a 
critical roughness, in this case 1.37 µm. Above this critical value, the larger the roughness, 






and operating conditions as well as the surface characteristics such as asperity density 
and radius.  
For this base seal, the volume of fluid carried out during the outstroke is 
computed as 0.337 cm
3
/stroke, while the volume the seal is capable of drawing back in 
during the instroke, is computed as 0.516 cm
3
/stroke. Since the latter exceeds the former, 

































Figure 3.18: Computed fluid transport per stroke vs. seal roughness. 
 
Since the viscosity of hydraulic fluid varies with temperature, the heat generation 
due to friction needs to be considered. The average temperature of the contact surface 
goes up for about 3 degrees in an injection molding application. Also the temperature 
gets higher as the rod speed increases. The thermal effect slightly influences the 









































































The friction force on the rod as a function of seal roughness is shown in Figure 
3.21. As can be seen, the friction force can be quite high, on the order of a kilo Newton. 
These computed values are comparable to those measured by the seal manufacturer. It is 
interesting to note that the friction force decreases with increasing surface roughness for 


























Figure 3.21: Friction force on the rod vs. seal roughness. 
 
3.8.2 Details of Sealing 
Figure 3.22 shows the film thickness distribution for the outstroke and the 






thickness is less than 3σ (for the base seal, less than 2.4 µm), it is clear that during the 
outstroke and the instroke the entire sealing zone experiences mixed lubrication. Thus it 
is clear that the assumption of full film lubrication in previous models is not justified. It is 
also noted that during the instroke the film thickness is larger than that during the 































Figure 3.22: Film thickness distributions, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
The pressure distributions in the sealing zone for the outstroke are shown in 
Figure 3.23. As can be seen, the contact pressure distribution has a steep slope near the 



































Figure 3.23: Pressure distributions - outstroke, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
Hydrodynamic pressure generation causes the fluid pressure to be elevated near 
the liquid side of the zone, slightly lifting the seal away from the rod. This reduces the 
contact pressure below its static value in that region. However, over almost a quarter of 
the sealing zone, near the air side, the fluid is cavitated (zero pressure), and therefore the 








































Figure 3.24: Pressure distributions - instroke, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
Figure 3.24 shows the pressure distributions for the instroke. There is 
significantly more hydrodynamic pressure generation than during the outstroke. However, 
there is still a non-zero contact pressure and mixed lubrication. 
The frictional shear stress on the rod is shown in Figure 3.25. As would be 
expected, it is in opposite directions for the instroke and the outstroke. The peak stresses 





































Figure 3.25: Frictional shear stress on the rod distributions, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
Figure 3.26 is a plot of fluid transport vs. rod speed for the base case seal with 0.8 
µm roughness and for a similar seal with 1.6 µm roughness. This type of plot would be 
very useful when designing or selecting a seal, since it shows the combinations of 
roughness and rod speeds which would result in a non-leaking seal. The arrows denote 
the seal operating points at the base rod speeds. As seen on this plot, as well as on the 
plot in Figure 3.18, the 0.8 µm roughness seal is non-leaking while the 1.6 µm roughness 
seal leaks. To eliminate leakage from the latter seal, the rod speeds would have to be 










































































Figure 3.26: Fluid transport vs. rod speed. 
 
To understand the sealing process, it is useful to examine the details of the sealing 
zone for two seals, a non-leaking seal with a roughness of 0.8 µm and a leaking seal with 
a roughness of 1.6 µm. The fluid transports for the two seals under the base operation 
condition are shown in Table 3.2. Note that increasing the roughness to 1.6 µm, increases 
the volume of fluid carried out during the outstroke relative to that carried in during the 
instroke, such that the former exceeds the latter, leading to net leakage. The causes of this 
change can be seen by examining the pressure and film thickness distributions for the 1.6 
µm roughness seal, Figure 3.27 to Figure 3.29, and comparing them with the 








Table 3.2: Comparison between leaking & non-leaking seals. 
 
Figure 3.27 shows the film thickness distributions for the leaking seal. For the 
non-leaking seal, the film thickness is larger during the instroke than during the outstroke. 
This is a favorable characteristic because it allows comparatively more fluid to be drawn 
back into the cylinder during the instroke. For the leaking seal, the film thicknesses are 
about equal during the instroke and outstroke, a less favorable condition than for the non-
leaking seal. This is because the fluid pressure and contact pressure distributions, which 
determine the film thickness distribution, are almost identical for the instroke and 
outstroke, as discussed below in connection with Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29. 
 
 
 1.6 µm roughness seal 
leaking 
0.8 µm roughness seal 
non-leaking 










































Figure 3.27: Film thickness distributions, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
Figure 3.28 shows the pressure distributions during the outstroke for the leaking 
seal. The static contact pressure distributions are the same as the non-leaking seal, with a 
peak close to the liquid side and a steeper slope on the liquid side than on the air side. 
The full film lubrication models, would predict zero leakage for both seals, while it has 


































Figure 3.28: Pressure distributions - outstroke, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
For the non-leaking seal, the fluid pressure is zero over more than a quarter of the 
sealing zone. The fluid is cavitating in this region. This is a favorable characteristic since 
cavitation tends to restrict the flow out of the cylinder. For the leaking seal the cavitation 
region has almost eliminated, a less favorable condition. Due to the increased roughness 
of the leaking seal, the film thickness is so large as to virtually eliminate the 
hydrodynamic effect on fluid pressure, so that the fluid pressure distribution is almost 
linear, decreasing from the sealed pressure on the liquid side to ambient on the air side. 
Since the net force produced by the linear fluid pressure distribution on the leaking seal is 
larger than that produced by the fluid pressure distribution on the non-leaking seal, the 






in Figure 3.24. Thus, as the surface roughness increases, the contact force and the friction 
force decrease, as discussed earlier. 
The corresponding pressure distributions during the instroke are shown in Figure 
3.29. The cavitation in both seals has been eliminated. During the instroke cavitation is 
undesirable because it restricts the amount of fluid that can flow back into the cylinder. 
Comparing Figure 3.29 with Figure 3.28, it is interesting to note that the fluid pressure 
and contact pressure distributions are almost the same for the instroke and outstroke of 
the leaking seal. As mentioned above in connection with Figure 3.28, the increased 
roughness of the leaking seal produces a film thickness so large as to virtually eliminate 
the hydrodynamic effect on the fluid pressure distribution. Therefore the fluid distribution 
is almost linear (and therefore almost identical) during both instroke and outstroke, and 
hence the contact pressure distributions are almost identical. 
Figure 3.30 shows the frictional shear stress on the rod at 1.6 µm case. Compared 
with Figure 3.25, the frictional stress is smaller during outstroke and larger during 
instroke than the 0.8 µm case, which is consistent with the contact pressure and film 
thickness variation.  This is because the shear stress due to contacting asperities accounts 
for the majority of the frictional shear stress and it is directly related to contact pressure 
by an empirical friction coefficient. Since the friction force on the rod is computed by 
integrating the frictional shear stress in the sealing zone, the variation of frictional shear 
stress with seal roughness explains why the friction force decrease with increasing 












































































 3.9 Conclusions and Discussions 
 
The results of this study indicate that the rod seal operates with mixed lubrication 
in the sealing zone, and seal roughness plays an important role in determining its 
behavior. There is a critical seal roughness, below which the seal will be non-leaking, 
above which the seal will leak. A larger film thickness during outstroke compared to that 








CHAPTER 4  




While many seals only have a single lip, there are some seals which have two lips. 
The secondary lip is intended to act as a second line of defense, as well as a bearing. It is 
important to understand the behavior of such a double lip seal, and how that behavior 
differs from that of a single lip seal. 




sealing zone of primary lip  
rod surface 
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In the previous chapter a seal with only the primary lip is analyzed using a model 
consisting of a fluid mechanics analysis, a contact mechanics analysis, a deformation 
analysis, a thermal analysis and an iterative computational procedure. In the present 
section a similar approach is applied to each lip, all the assumptions are the same as the 
previous chapter. 
There are two primary differences between the analyses of the double lip and 
single lip cases [86], which complicate the double lip model. First, under steady state 
conditions (which are assumed), the mass flow rate past the two lips must be the same for 
the double lip seal, a restriction absent for the single lip seal. Second, the boundary 
conditions on the fluid in the sealing zone are different.  For the single lip seal, the fluid 
pressure at the inner boundary (liquid side) is equal to the sealed pressure while that at 
the outer boundary (air side) is equal to the ambient pressure. These pressures are known 
a priori. For the double lip seal, boundary conditions must be applied to both lips. For the 
primary lip, the fluid pressure at the inner boundary is again equal to the sealed pressure, 
but that at the outer boundary is equal to the pressure in the interlip region (see Figure 
4.1), provided the fluid is not cavitated. For the secondary lip, the fluid pressure at the 
inner boundary is also equal to the pressure in the interlip region, provided the fluid is not 
cavitated, while that at the outer boundary is equal to the ambient pressure. If the fluid in 
and near the interlip region is cavitated, then the average fluid density at the outer 
boundary of the primary lip must be equal to that at the inner boundary of the secondary 






must be determined in the course of the analysis. From these considerations it is clear that 
the behavior of the two lips in a double lip seal are coupled. 
As discussed above, the boundary conditions on the Reynolds Equation for the 












Also as discussed above, the mass the flow rates through the sealing zones of the 
two lips must be equal. 
 primary sec ondaryˆ ˆq q=  (4.2) 
It should be noted that the two lips are also coupled through the deformation 
characteristics of the seal. Similar to the analysis of the single lip seal, the influence 
coefficients and static contact pressure distribution for each lip is obtained from a finite 
element structural analysis. One of the boundary conditions in that analysis involves the 
fluid pressure/density in the interlip region, which is jointly determined by the action of 
both lips.  
This last form of coupling requires special treatment since the finite element 
analysis is done off-line and the interlip pressure/density is not known a priori. A series 
of finite element analyses are therefore performed for a number of specified discrete 
interlip pressures spanning the expected range. Depending on the computed interlip 
pressure/density, the appropriate finite element solution for the static contact pressure 






4.3 Computational Scheme  
The computational procedure is shown in Figure 4.2. For a double lip seal, the 
analysis of each lip is the same as that of the single lip seal, which is explained in 
previous chapter. However, the inter seal pressure in the region between the two seals is 
unknown and must be determined by requiring the flow rates past the two seals to be the 
































Computations have been performed for a typical double lip seal with the same 
base parameters as the single lip seal, which are shown in Table 3.1.  
The presence of the secondary lip can significantly change the geometry of the 
primary lip due to its effect on the pressure in the interlip region (discussed below). For 
example with a roughness of 1.6 µm, the length of the primary lip sealing zone is 
approximately 0.8 mm during an outstroke while it is approximately  1.7 mm during an 
instroke. Thus, while with a single lip seal there is no significant difference in the sealing 
zone length for an outstroke and an instroke, with a double lip seal, there are such 
differences for both the primary and secondary lips. 
The interlip pressure is shown as a function of roughness in Figure 4.3. For the 
outstroke, as the roughness is decreased from a value of σ = 1.8 µm, the interlip pressure 
increases until it reaches a maximum of 6.4 MPa (compared to the sealed pressure of 6.9 
MPa) at a roughness of σ = 1.6 µm, whereupon it decreases rapidly with a further 











































Figure 4.3: Interlip pressure vs. roughness. 
 
4.4.1 Leakage and Friction 
Figure 4.4 contains a plot of the fluid transport during instroke and outstroke 
versus roughness for the double lip seal. As discussed earlier, for zero net leakage, the 
instroke fluid transport must exceed the outstroke transport. This occurs at values of 
roughness of approximately 1.08 µm, which is much smaller than that of single lip seal, 
1.37 µm. This means from the sealability point of view, the double lip seal is inferior to 










































Figure 4.4: Fluid transport vs. roughness. 
 
The frictional behavior of double lip seal is also of interest. Figure 4.5 shows the 
frictional force, due to both asperity contact friction and viscous friction, vs. RMS seal 
roughness for the double lip seal. Comparing with Figure 3.21, depending on the RMS 






































Figure 4.5: Friction force vs. roughness. 
4.4.2 Details of Sealing 
Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.11 describe the behavior of the double lip seal with a 
roughness of 0.8 µm, a non-leaking seal under the base conditions. The film thickness 
distributions of the primary lip, Figure 4.6 shows that the lip operates with mixed 
lubrication since the thicknesses are always less than 3σ. It should also be noted that the 
film thickness during the instroke exceeds that during an outstroke, which is a 
characteristic that promotes non-leakage. However the lengths of the sealing zone during 
outstroke and instroke are the same. This is not surprising, since Figure 4.3 indicates the 


























































































Figure 4.8: Pressure distributions - primary lip, instroke, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
The fluid pressure, contact pressure and static contact pressure distributions of the 
primary lip for the outstroke are shown in Figure 4.7. From the fluid pressure distribution 
it is clear that the fluid cavitates over most of the sealing zone, again a characteristic that 
promotes non-leakage since the cavitation restricts the outflow of fluid. The 
corresponding figure for the instroke, Figure 4.8, shows only a very small portion of the 
sealing zone cavitating. This, too, promotes non-leakage since the lack of cavitation 
during the instroke allows greater transport of fluid inward. These primary lip 
































































































Figure 4.11: Pressure distributions - secondary lip, instroke, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
The film thickness and pressure distributions of the secondary lip are shown in 
Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.11. These, similarly, indicate mixed lubrication, and have 
characteristics that promote non-leakage: the film thickness during instroke is larger than 
that during outstroke; there is some cavitation during the outstroke to restrict outflow and 
no cavitation during the instroke allowing greater transport of fluid inward. The pressure 
distributions of the secondary lip are much more symmetric than those of the primary lip 
due to the secondary lip’s symmetric shape. 
It is useful to compare the above results for a non-leaking seal with those for a 
leaking seal: the same double lip seal but with a surface roughness of 1.6 µm, which 
Figure 4.4 indicates will leak. The behavior of such a seal is shown in Figure 4.12 to 




























































































Figure 4.14: Pressure distributions - primary lip, instroke, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
The film thickness distributions of the primary lip, Figure 4.12, again indicate 
mixed lubrication. Here, however, we see the length of the sealing zone is much shorter 
during the outstroke than during the instroke, as mentioned earlier. Also, at proportional 
locations along the length of the sealing zone, the film thicknesses are larger for the 
outstroke than for the instroke. Both of these characteristics are detrimental for effective 
sealing, compared to the corresponding characteristics of the previously described non-
leaking seal. 
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the pressure distributions of the primary lip. 
From these it is seen that there is no cavitation during the outstroke and a significant 






leaking seal where cavitation helped prevent leakage; here it promotes leakage and is 
therefore detrimental. 
The same general behavior is exhibited by the secondary lip, Figure 4.15 to 
Figure 4.17: mixed lubrication and the detrimental effect of cavitation (although there is a 





































































































In addition to the film thickness and pressure distribution results for the double lip 
seal, shear stress distributions have also been generated. These are shown in Figure 4.18 












































































































































Figure 4.21: Shear stress distributions - secondary lip, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The model results of this study show that the behavior of a reciprocating 
hydraulic rod seal with a double lip can be very different from that of a similar seal with a 
single lip. The secondary lip can strongly affect the behavior of the primary lip by 
producing an elevated pressure in the interlip region.  The same seal characteristics that 
promote effective sealing in a single lip seal are also found to promote effective sealing 
in a double lip seal: cavitation of fluid in the sealing zone during the outstroke and a 








4.6 Secondary Lip Revised Seal 
From Figure 4.22, one notices the secondary lip is symmetric which is against the 
empirical rule of successful shape: at the oil side, the angle between the lip and rod 
should be much larger than that at the air side. A possible improvement of the seal design 
is to revise the secondary lip to have a similar shape as the primary seal. Such a seal is 
shown in Figure 4.22. Compared with the original design, one can see, at the oil side the 



















Figure 4.22: Comparison of seal configuration between revised design and original 
design. 
 
Such a seal is analyzed using the same method as the normal double lip seal. The 
interlip pressure is shown as a function of roughness in Figure 4.23. Compared with 
Figure 4.3, one can see, for the outstroke, the trend of interlip pressure is the same. 





































Figure 4.23: Interlip pressure vs. roughness, revised design. 
 
Figure 4.24 contains a plot of the fluid transport versus roughness during instroke 
and outstroke for the double lip seal with the secondary lip revised. As discussed earlier, 
for zero net leakage, the instroke fluid transport must exceed the outstroke transport. This 
occurs at values of roughness below a critical roughness of approximately 1.2 µm, which 








































Figure 4.24: Fluid transport vs. roughness, revised design. 
 
With the roughness of 1.1 µm, smaller than the critical roughness, the revised 
design acts as a non-leaking seal, while for the original design, Figure 4.4 indicates it will 
leak. The behavior of such a revised seal is shown in Figure 4.25 to Figure 4.30.  
The film thickness distributions of the primary lip, Figure 4.25, again indicate 
mixed lubrication. Also, at proportional locations along the length of the sealing zone, the 
film thicknesses are smaller for the outstroke than for the instroke. These characteristics 
are beneficial for effective sealing, compared to the corresponding characteristics of the 





































Figure 4.25: Film thickness distributions - primary lip, 1.1 µm roughness, revised design. 
 
Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show the pressure distributions of the primary lip. 
From these it is seen that there is a significant amount of cavitation during the outstroke 
and no cavitation during the instroke. This is the same as what occurs in the non-leaking 









































































Figure 4.27: Pressure distributions - primary lip, instroke, 1.1 µm roughness, revised 
design. 
 
Different from the symmetric film thickness and pressure distribution of the 
original design, the general behavior of the revised secondary lip is similar to that of the 


































































































































Figure 4.30: Pressure distributions - secondary lip, instroke, 1.1 µm roughness, revised 
design. 
 
4.7 Tandem Seal 
The secondary lip of a double lip seal is intended to act as a second line of 
defense in case of a defect in the primary lip, as well as a bearing. It also allows retention 
of lubricant in the interlip region in between periods of operation. However, it has been 
found that the secondary lip can interfere with the operation of the primary lip and reduce 
its sealing effectiveness, due to a very strong coupling between the actions of the two lips. 






arrangement, as shown schematically in Figure 4.31. The operation of such a seal is the 









Figure 4.31: Schematic of tandem seal. 
 
4.7.1 Analysis 
The analysis of two seals in the tandem arrangement is very similar to the analysis 
of the double lip seal and will, therefore, only be outlined below.  
Under steady state conditions (which are assumed), the mass flow rate past the 
two seals must be the same for the tandem seal, a restriction similar to the double seal.  
 outer innerˆ ˆq q=  (4.3) 
Boundary conditions on Eq. (3.1) must be applied to both seals. For the inner seal 
(closest to the sealed fluid), the fluid pressure at the inner boundary is again equal to the 
sealed pressure, but that at the outer boundary is equal to the pressure in the inter-seal 
region (see  
sealed fluid inter-seal region ambient 






Figure 4.31), provided the fluid is not cavitated. For the outer seal, the fluid 
pressure at the inner boundary is also equal to the pressure in the inter-seal region, 
provided the fluid is not cavitated, while that at the outer boundary is equal to the 
ambient pressure. If the fluid in the inter-seal region is cavitated, then the average fluid 
density at the outer boundary of the inner seal must be equal to that at the inner boundary 
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It should be noted that the conditions in the inter-seal region are not known a 
priori, and must be determined in the course of the analysis. From these considerations it 
is clear that the behaviors of the two seals in a tandem seal are coupled. However, it is 
expected that such coupling is not as strong as that between the primary and secondary 
lips of a double lip seal, since the latter two lips are also structurally coupled. 
4.7.2 Results 
Computations have been performed for a typical tandem seal with the same base 
parameters as the single lip seal, as shown in Table 3.1.  
Figure 4.32 shows a plot of fluid transport versus seal roughness for the outstroke 
and for the instroke. For zero net leakage, the latter must exceed the former. It is seen that 
the net leakage is strongly dependent on the seal roughness, and to obtain zero net 
leakage it is necessary for the seal roughness to be less than the critical value of 1.38 µm. 






the critical roughness, below which the net leakage is zero, is 1.08 µm. Thus, the tandem 



































Figure 4.32: fluid transport versus seal roughness, tandem seal. 
 
From the analysis in the previous chapter, the critical roughness is 1.37 µm for 
single lip seal, 1.08 µm for double lip seal, and 1.2 µm for double lip seal with secondary 
lip revised. Hence, the tandem seal has a sealing characteristic better than all the seals 
analyzed before, while still providing a second line of defense and allow retention of 
lubricant in the inter-seal region. 
The pressure in the inter-seal region of the tandem seal is shown in Figure 4.33. 
During the outstroke it almost is a constant at a value of approximately 3 MPa. During 






µm the fluid in the inter-seal region cavitates. These pressures are much lower than the 
inter-lip pressures found in a comparable double lip seal, which can be as high as 6.4 
MPa during the outstroke, depending on the seal roughness. This is one of the reasons 
why the characteristics of the tandem seal differ from those of the double lip seal. 
Another reason is the structural decoupling that occurs in the tandem seal. The effects of 
both can be seen in  
Figure 4.34, which shows the deformed shapes of the various seals during the 
outstroke and instroke, each with a surface roughness of 1.6 µm. The interlip pressure in 
the double lip seal is 6.4 MPa during the outstroke and zero during the instroke, while the 
inter-seal pressure in the tandem seal is 3 MPa during the outstroke and zero during the 
instroke. Especially notable is the difference between the double lip seal and the tandem 
seal during the instroke. With the tandem seal, the outer seal lip makes comparatively 
little contact with the rod, due to the zero pressure in the inter-seal region and decoupling 
of the two seals. It therefore produces very little resistance to the fluid transport during 
the instroke. Conversely, with the double lip seal, the secondary lip makes substantial 
contact with the rod, in spite of the zero pressure in the interlip region, due to the 
structural coupling between the two lips. It therefore produces significant resistance to 
























































Figure 4.34: Deformed shapes of the various seals during the outstroke and instroke. 
mounted & pressurized 
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Figure 4.35 shows the frictional force on the rod, due to both asperity contact and 
viscous friction, as a function of surface roughness, for the tandem seal. Compared to the 
double lip seal, Figure 4.5, the frictional force is smaller, though larger than that for a 
single lip seal, Figure 3.21. It is interesting to note that the shapes of the curves for the 
tandem seal and the single lip seal are quite similar, while that of the double lip seal is 
quite different. This is due to the much stronger coupling between the two lips in the 































Figure 4.35: Fluid force vs. roughness, tandem seal. 
 
Figure 4.36 shows the film thickness distributions of the inner seal for a seal 
roughness of 0.8 µm, a non-leaking case. The sealing zone is shorter during the outstroke 






thicker during the instroke than during the outstroke. This is a favorable characteristic 
because a relatively thicker film during the instroke allows relatively more fluid to be 
drawn into the cylinder, thereby reducing the possibility of leakage. For a leaking case 
with 1.6 µm seal roughness, the corresponding Figure 4.37 indicates the film thickness 
during the instroke is smaller than that during the outstroke, an unfavorable characteristic. 
It is also important to note that the film thicknesses during both instroke and outstroke for 
the non-leaking case are much smaller than the corresponding film thicknesses for the 
leaking case. For both cases the film thickness is less than 3σ, indicating mixed 

































































Figure 4.37: Film thickness distributions - inner seal, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
The static contact pressure, contact pressure and fluid pressure distribution of the 
inner seal for the non-leaking 0.8 µm seal roughness case are shown in Figure 4.38 and 
Figure 4.39 for the outstroke and instroke, respectively.  The static contact pressure 
distribution has the characteristic shape typical of successful seals, with the peak closest 
to the inner side. During the outstroke, the fluid pressure near the inner side produces a 
reduction in the contact pressure. However, near the outer side of the seal the fluid 
pressure goes to zero and there is significant cavitation in the sealing zone. This, too, is a 
favorable characteristic since the cavitation restricts the amount of fluid that is carried out 
of the cylinder. During the instroke there is significantly greater hydrodynamic pressure 
elevation, with a larger reduction in the contact pressure. The cavitation is almost 






Figure 4.40 and Figure 4.41 contain corresponding curves for the leaking case of 1.6 µm 
seal roughness. From Figure 4.40 it is clear that in the leaking case the previously 
mentioned beneficial cavitation during the outstroke has been eliminated. Figure 4.41 
shows that there is also no cavitation during the instroke in the leaking case. Similar 
results regarding the occurrence of cavitation had been previously found with a single lip 
































































































































Figure 4.41: Pressure distributions - inner seal, instroke, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
The above film thickness and pressure distributions pertain to the inner seal of the 
tandem arrangement. Corresponding distributions for the outer seal are contained in 
Figure 4.42 to Figure 4.47, for both the non-leaking case with a seal roughness of 0.8 µm 
and the leaking case with a roughness of 1.6 µm.  
Comparing Figure 4.42 with Figure 4.43 shows that the film thickness during the 
instroke is larger than that during the outstroke at proportional locations along the length 
of the sealing zone for the non-leaking case, while the outstroke and instroke thicknesses 
are about the same for the leaking case. Also, the film thicknesses are smaller, and the 
length of the sealing zone during the outstroke is larger for the non-leaking case than for 






Figure 4.44 and Figure 4.46 show that the cavitation occurring in the sealing zone 
during the outstroke in the non-leaking case is substantially reduced in the leaking case, 
similar to the results for the inner seal. However, for the inner seal the cavitation is 
essentially eliminated in the leaking case, while for the outer seal it is still present, though 
diminished. From Figure 4.45 and Figure 4.47, it is seen that no cavitation occurs during 
the instroke for the outer seal in both the non-leaking and leaking cases, similar to the 































































































































































































Figure 4.47: Pressure distributions - outer seal, instroke, 1.6 µm roughness. 
 
4.7.3 Conclusions 
The results of this study indicate that the typical tandem hydraulic rod seal 
operates with mixed lubrication, like the previously studied single lip and double lip seals. 
Its behavior is very dependent on the seal surface roughness, and is characterized by a 
critical roughness below which there is zero net leakage. This critical roughness is higher 
than that of a comparable double lip seal and almost as high as that of a comparable 
single lip seal. The friction force produced by the tandem seal on the rod is somewhat 
higher than that produced by the single lip seal but lower than that produced by the 






As with the single and double lip seals, the following characteristics have been 
found to promote zero or reduced leakage: 
• small seal surface roughness 
• small lubricating film thickness 
• thicker film during instroke than during outstroke 
• cavitation in film during outstroke 










The numerical analyses of U-cup seals of the previous chapters, using a soft EHL 
model, has revealed that such seals operate with mixed lubrication in the sealing zone 
(interface between the rod and the seal) and seal roughness plays an important role in 
determining seal behavior.  A similar model is used to investigate the behavior of a step 
seal and compare its performance to that of a U-cup seal [88]-[89]. 
5.2 Seal Configuration 
 
A typical step seal, mounted and pressurized, is shown in Figure 5.1. The lower 









Figure 5.1: Typical step seal. 
sealing zones rod surface 








The analysis of step seal is very similar to the analysis of single lip seal. The 
model consists of a fluid mechanics analysis, a contact mechanics analysis, a deformation 
analysis, a thermal analysis and an iterative computational procedure. The primary 
difference between the analyses of the U-cup seal and step seal, which complicates the 
step seal model, is the complex material property of PTFE. The secondary difference is 
the presence of the energizer. 
As described before in the background introduction, for the PTFE like composite 
material, it’s very hard to derive a suitable material model. So, the experimental stress 
strain curve obtained from tests is used to describe the material property. In the finite 
element software, the multilinear option is selected and all the data are input through a 
table. Another difference between the PTFE based composite material and the rubber like 
elastomers is the compressibility. Rubber normally is treated as incompressible and the 
Poisson’s ratio defined as 0.499. While for the PTFE based composite material, it is 
compressible and the compressibility varies with the compound and manufacture process. 


























Compression Young's Modulus= 550 MPa
Compression Yield Stress= 22 MPa
Poissons Ratio = 0.4
 
Figure 5.2: Measured stress-strain curve during compression. 
 
During the deformation analysis, since the previous chosen element type 
PLANE183 is incapable of handling the multilinear option, it only applies to the rod, 
housing and energizer. PLANE82 is applied for the PTFE sealing element, which is also 
an 8 nodes 2D high order element. Also for the contact algorithm, the option for Contact 
stiffness update should be “Each iteration based on current mean stress of underlying 
elements (individual element based)” to ensure the smoothness of the static contact 
pressure. 
Elements CONTA172 and TARGE169 are still used for the contact analysis. As 
shown in Figure 5.3, there are four contact pairs are defined in this analysis: 1. the 
contact between the PTFE contact element and the rod; 2. the contact between the PTFE 






housing; 4. the contact between the PTFE contact element and the rubber energizer. In 
general, any time a soft material comes in contact with a hard material, the problem may 
be assumed to be rigid-to-flexible. For this analysis, since the stiffness of the materials 
have the following relation:  
 steel PTFE rubberE E E≫ ≫  (5.1) 
all of the contacts still falls into rigid-to-flexible category. In rigid-to-flexible contact 
problems, if a contacting surface has a much higher stiffness relative to the deformable 
body it contacts, it is treated as rigid and the other deformable body is treated as contact. 
For contact pair 1, the rod is the target surface and the PTFE sealing element is the 
contact surface; for contact pair 2, the housing is the target surface and the PTFE sealing 
element is the contact surface; for contact pair 3, the housing is the target surface and the 
rubber energizer is the contact surface; for contact pair 4, the PTFE sealing element is the 
target surface and the rubber energizer is the contact surface. PTFE, most well known by 
the DuPont brand name Teflon, is noted for its low friction. The dry contact coefficient is 
less than 0.1, which is much smaller than that of polyurethane.  
Figure 5.3 shows the applied boundary conditions. The red curves indicate the 
region of added surface load from oil pressure, and there are 3 boundary nodes need to be 






















Figure 5.4 shows the static pressure distributions for a sealed pressure of 5MPa, 
which are derived by using the linear elastic incompressible model, the linear elastic 
compressible model, and the multilinear compressible model respectively. For the linear 
models, the initial Young’s Modulus of 550 MPa is used. It is noted that the maximum 
static contact pressures have a range from 90 MPa to 210 MPa and the curves are totally 




































Figure 5.4: Static pressure distributions derived by various material models. 
 
5.3.1 Roughness Measurement 
Figure 5.5 shows the image of the surface of seal lip taken by a microscope. The 








Figure 5.5: Surface image of PTFE sealing element. 
 
The surface characteristics are measured experimentally. Figure 5.6 shows the 
surface measurements from a ZYGO optical profilemeter. 
 
 






Four groups of samples are measured. In average, the RMS roughness is estimated 
at 4 µm and the autocorrelation length is estimated at 30 µm and asperity density is 
estimated at 9 25 10  m−× .  
5.4 Results 
Computations have been performed for a typical step seal shown in Figure 5.1 and 
a double lip U-cup seal. The type of the double lip U-cup seal is the same as the one 
analyzed before but the diameter is half of that, which approximately equals that of the 
step seal. The base parameters are given in Table 5.1.  
 
Table 5.1: Base parameters of the U-cup seal and the step seal. 
 U-cup seal Step seal 
Seal type  Hallite type 605 U-cup seal Trelleborg type 
RSK300500 step seal 
Young’s modulus 43 MPa 550 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.499 0.4 
Rod diameter 44.45 mm (1.75 in) 50 mm (1.97 in) 
“Dry” friction factor 0.25 0.1 
Aspect ratio, γ  1 
Sealed pressure - outstroke 0.1 MPa 
Sealed pressure - instroke various 
Rod speed  various 
Sealed fluid Mobil DTE 25 oil 
Viscosity 0.0387 Pa-s at 40
 o
C 
0.0167 Pa-s at 66.5 
o
C 
0.0058 Pa-s at 100 
o
C 
Reference viscosity 0.043 Pa-s 
Pressure viscosity index 9 -120 10 Pa−×  









5.4.1 Leakage and Friction 
Figure 5.7 shows plot of fluid transport vs. rod speed during the outstroke and 
instroke for the step seal. The sealed pressure is 20.7 MPa during the instroke and 0.1 
MPa during outstroke. The RMS seal roughness is 4 µm. There exists a critical speed, 
below which the fluid transport during the outstroke is larger than the potential transport 
during the instroke, and there is net leakage. Conversely, above the critical speed there is 
no net leakage. Critical speed is a measurement of the effectiveness of the seal. The 
smaller the critical speed is, the more effective the seal. From Figure 5.7 the critical speed 

































Figure 5.7: Fluid transport/stroke vs. rod speed, step seal, 20.7 MPa, 4 µm roughness. 
 
Figure 5.8 shows the corresponding plot of fluid transport vs. rod speed during the 






larger that that of the step seal. So from the critical speed point of view, at this operation 
































Figure 5.8: Fluid transport/stroke vs. rod speed, U-cup seal, 20.7 MPa, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
While leakage is of prime interest to the fluid power industry, the friction force on 
the rod can also be important. The friction force on the rod as a function of rod speed is 
shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 respectively for the step seal and double lip U-cup 
seal. It is surprising that the friction force of the step seal is larger that of the double lip 
seal. The reason is although the friction coefficient of PTFE is much smaller than that of 
polyurethane; its static contact pressure is also much larger, because PTFE is more rigid 
than polyurethane. Combining these two effects, the frictional resistance of the two seals 


































































Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show plots of the computed net leakage per cycle vs. 
rod speed, for various sealed pressures (fixed stroke length). The behaviors of the two 
types of seals are similar, although the magnitudes of the leakage are higher for the U-cup 
seal. As rod speed increases, the leakage decreases until the critical speed is reached, 
above which the net leakage is zero. At a rod speed below the critical value, the higher 
















































































Figure 5.12: Net leakage/cycle vs. rod speed, step seal, 4 µm roughness. 
 
Similar plots for various seal roughnesses are shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 
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Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 show plots of the critical rod speed vs. seal roughness 
for various sealed pressures. As would be expected from Figure 5.11 - Figure 5.14, the 
critical rod speed increases with roughness and sealed pressure.  From Figure 5.15 and 
Figure 5.16 it is seen that the critical speed for the U-cup seal is significantly higher than 
that of the step seal, especially for high pressures. From this point of view, the step seal is 
superior to the U-cup seal at the higher pressures (although the U-cup seal may have 
other advantages). This is consistent with the fact that the manufacturer’s maximum 
pressure rating for the step seal, 40 MPa, is significantly higher than that for the U-cup 












































































Figure 5.16: Critical rod speed vs. seal roughness, step seal. 
 
5.4.2 Details of Sealing 
To understand why the step seal exhibits superior performance at the higher 
pressures, the operation of the two seals at the same sealed pressure, 20.7 MPa, and the 
same rod speed, 0.05 m/s are compared. This operating point corresponds to zero net 
leakage for the step seal, but positive net leakage for the U-cup seal. 
Figure 5.17 shows the non-dimensional film thickness distribution, for the step 
seal. The film is thicker during the instroke than during the outstroke. This is a favorable 
characteristic because a thicker film allows more fluid to be drawn into the cylinder 
during the instroke, thereby reducing the possibility of leakage. The corresponding film 
thickness distribution for the U-cup seal is shown in Figure 5.18. During the outstroke 






sealed pressure) the two lips are merged. For this seal, on the average the film thickness 
is smaller during the instroke than during the outstroke. This is an unfavorable 
characteristic. The magnitudes of the film thicknesses indicate that both seals operate 






























































Figure 5.18: Film thickness distributions, U-cup seal, 20.7 MPa, 0.8 µm roughness. 
 
Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show the pressure distributions in the sealing zone for 
the two seals during the outstroke. The contact pressures are much higher for the step seal 
than for the U-cup seal. From the fluid pressure curves it is seen that the flow is cavitated 
over almost the entire sealing zone for the step seal. There is also a great deal of 
cavitation for the U-cup seal; however the entire film under the secondary lip and a 
portion of the film under the primary lip are uncavitated. Since cavitation is a favorable 
characteristic during the outstroke, restricting the flow of fluid out of the cylinder, the 









































































Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 show the pressure distributions for both seals during 
the instroke. No cavitation occurs for the step seal while a portion of the film of the U-
cup seal is cavitated (where the two lips have merged). Since cavitation during the 
instroke is unfavorable, restricting the flow of fluid back into the cylinder, the step seal 


































































Figure 5.22: Pressure distributions, instroke, U-cup seal, 20.7 MPa, 0.8 µm roughness. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The results of this study indicate that rod seal leakage is strongly dependent on the 
rod speed, the sealed pressure and the seal roughness, for a given seal design and stroke 
length. There exists a critical rod speed, below which the seal will leak, while above 
which there will be zero net leakage. The critical rod speed depends on the seal design, 
the sealed pressure and the seal roughness. Comparison of a double lip U-cup seal with a 
similar size step seal indicates the step seal has a lower critical rod speed.   
This study also confirms the conclusions of earlier studies that rod seals generally 
operate with mixed lubrication, and that the following characteristics promote reduced or 
zero net leakage: 






• cavitation in film during outstroke, 
• reduced cavitation in film during instroke. 
5.6 Validation 
The model is validated through comparisons of model predictions with 
experimental measurements and observations by industry partners.  
5.6.1 Leakage Measurement of Double Lip U-cup Seal 
The measurements are conducted at our industry partner Eaton Hydraulics 
Company. The test bed is designed to measure the net leakage of hydraulic cylinder rod 
sealing systems under varying operating conditions, specifically the rod speed and sealed 
pressure. There are three basic components included in the design: driving cylinders, test 
fixtures and related hydraulic system, which are shown on the Figure 5.23. Figure 5.24 
shows how the leaked oil is collected then weighed. 
The test fixtures consist of foot mount, double end cylinders that are designed 
without pistons. The driving cylinders cycle the piston rods back and forth within the test 
fixtures and the velocities are controlled with valves. The test fixtures are alternately 
pressurized and vented by the Seal Test Power Unit. This pressure cycle is synchronized 
with the piston rod movement so that the seals being tested are pressurized to the 
designed test pressure while the test rods are traveling in one direction and vented to tank 
while traveling in the opposite direction. 
The hydraulic system includes Driving Cylinder Power Unit and Seal Test Power 
Unit, which consists of motor, pump, reservoir and related hardware. The Driving 






cylinders and the Seal Test Power Unit provides the hydraulic test fluid and power 















Tests have been performed with parameters given in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2: Test operation parameters. 
Seal Hallite type 605 U-cup 
Sealed pressure - outstroke 0 
Sealed pressure - instroke 1000 psi 
Rod speed  1 in/s – 32 in/s 
Rod diameter 44.45 mm (1.75 in) 
Stroke length 228.6 mm (9 in) 
 
Test procedure: 
1. 24 hour run-in at 1000 psi and 10 in/s. 
2. 24 hour run at 1000 psi and 1 in/s, 2 in/s, 3 in/s, 4 in/s, 5 in/s, 6 in/s, 8 in/s 16 
in/s, 32 in/s. 
3. After each 24 hour run, measure leakage. 
4. The seals are removed from the test fixtures and examined by microscope. 
The test fixtures are disassembled and cleaned. 
Summary of Results: 
Three series of tests have been performed; the measured total leakage rates are 
listed in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.3: Leakage measurements of the U-cup seal. 
 Seal #1 Seal #2 Seal #3 Seal #4 
Test series 1 79.833 g 6.103 g 18.115 g 0.853 g 
Test series 2 0.000 g 0.203 g 0.000 g 0.416 g 







5.6.2 Comparison with Model Prediction of Double Lip U-cup Seal 
For test series 1, there is a strong variation of leakage with speed for seal #1, #2 
and #3. Figure 5.25 shows the measured accumulate leakage versus time. Profilometer 
measurements indicated defects in lips of these seals; these may results from the debris in 
test fixture.  For test series 2 and 3, after 240 hours running, the leakages are less than 1g, 
which means effectively no leakage.  
Figure 5.26 shows the model predicted fluid transport vs. rod speed for the given 
seal. It’s found that the critical speed is 0.89 in/s for this seal. For the test speeds from 1 
















































































Figure 5.26: Fluid transport vs. rod speed. 
 
5.6.3 Leakage Measurement of Step Seal 
The measurements of the step seal is done by the seal manufacture Trelleborg 
Sealing Solutions Company. The test bed is similar to the previous test bed in Eaton, 
which is shown in the Figure 5.27. 
 
Figure 5.27: Test bed in Trelleborg. 
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Tests have been performed with base parameters given in Table 5.4.  
 
Table 5.4: Leakage measurements of the step seal. 
Seal Trelleborg type RSK300500 step seal 
Sealed pressure - outstroke 0 
Sealed pressure - instroke 10 MPa – 30MPa 
Rod speed  0.05 m/s – 0. 5 m/s (1.969 in/s– 19.69 in/s) 
Rod diameter 50 mm (1.75 in) 
Stroke length 228.6 mm (9 in) 
 
Test procedure: 
1. 110,000 cycles at 20 MPa, 0.2 m/s for run in. 
2. 10,000 cycles at 10 MPa: 0.05 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.5 m/s. 
3. 10,000 cycles at 20 MPa: 0.05 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.5 m/s. 
4. 10,000 cycles at 30 MPa: 0.05 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.5 m/s. 
5. Each time when pressure or speed changes, measure leakage. 
Summary of Results: 
Six seals have been tested; the measured accumulate leakage are shown in Figure 




























































































5.6.4 Comparison with Model Prediction of Step Seal 
For seal A12, B4, C5, C6, leakage accumulates as the test proceeds. Profilometer 
measurements indicated various defects in the lips of these seals. Figure 5.30 shows a 
dent in the lip. For seal A1 and B3, which have no detected defects, after 80000 cycles, 
the leakages are less than 1g, which means effectively no leakage.  
 
Figure 5.30: Damaged Part of the Seal. 
 
Figure 5.31 shows the model predicted critical speed vs. sealed pressure for the 
given seal. For sealed pressure up to 30 MPa, the critical speed is less than 0.05 m/s, 
which is smaller than the given test speeds (0.05 m/s to 0.5 m/s). The seal should have no 
































Figure 5.31: Critical speed vs. sealed pressure. 
 
Figure 5.29 shows the friction force vs. cycles, one can see, that the model 













CHAPTER 6  
SEALS WITH SURFACE PATTER 
 
6.1 Introduction 
To improve the effectiveness of reciprocating hydraulic rod seals, it is proposed 
that a micro-scale surface pattern be engineered into the seal surface in the sealing zone. 
A properly designed pattern would inhibit the fluid transport during the outstroke and 
augment the transport during the instroke.  
The simulations of previous chapters have shown that these seals operate with 
mixed lubrication, there exists both a lubricating fluid film and asperity contact in the 
sealing zone, and seal roughness plays an important role in seal behavior. For a given seal 
design and set of operating conditions, there exists a critical roughness, above which the 
fluid transport during outstroke exceeds that during instroke and the seal will leak, while 
below which the transport during outstroke is less than that during instroke and the seal 
will be leakless. This roughness is a measure of the effectiveness of the seal. The lower 
the critical roughness, the more effective is the seal. For a given seal design, sealed 
pressure and seal roughness, there also exist a critical rod speed, below which the fluid 
transport during outstroke exceeds that during instroke and the seal will leak, while above 
which the transport during outstroke is less than that during instroke and the seal will be 
leakless. Therefore, the critical speed is also a measure of the effectiveness of the seal. In 







6.2 Seal Configuration 
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a U-cup seal, the most common type of hydraulic 
rod seal, which is picked up as an example to show how the micro-scale surface pattern 
works. 
Figure 6.1 shows the original concept of a sawtooth micro-pattern, to be placed on 
the lip surface in the sealing zone. The original rationale behind the use of the sawtooth 
micro-pattern was, referring to Figure 6.1, the thought that during the outstroke when the 
rod is moving from left to right, the steep slope of line 1-2 on the picture would retard the 
outflow of fluid, while during the instroke, the more gradual slope of line 2-3, would 













Figure 6.1: Sawtooth surface pattern, large pattern angle. 
 
6.3 Analysis 
A seal with the sawtooth pattern of Figure 6.1 has been simulated using the seal 
model and analysis described in detail in the previous chapters. Note for the double lip 
seal (see Chapter 4), the film thickness in the interlip region is on millimeter scale, which 






oil reservoir and the analysis of the two lips are solved separately. Here, however, since 
the pattern depth is still on micrometer scale, which is much smaller than the pattern 
length, the Reynolds equation is valid for the entire sealing zone. 
6.4 Results 
The seal that has been simulated experiences ambient pressure during the 
outstroke and 6.9 MPa sealed pressure during the instroke. The sliding speed is the same 
during outstroke and instroke. Other parameters are the same as those defined in the 
analysis of the single lip seal, as shown in Table 3.1.  
6.4.1 Leakage and Friction 
Figure 6.2 is a plot of fluid transport vs. rod speed for both the outstroke and 
instroke of a seal with the micro-patterned seal surface and a corresponding seal without 
the micro-pattern. The pattern has a depth h of 20 µm, a pattern angle of 45
o
 and a pattern 












































Figure 6.2: Fluid transport vs. rod speed 
 
From the curves for the seal without the pattern, it is seen that for rod speeds 
above the critical rod speed of 8.12 mm/s, the fluid transport during the instroke exceeds 
that during the outstroke, indicating zero net leakage per cycle. For speeds below the 
critical speed, the seal leaks. Thus, as discussed earlier, the critical speed is a measure of 
seal effectiveness; the lower the critical speed, the more effective the seal. Comparing the 
curves in Figure 6.2, with and without the sawtooth pattern, shows that the pattern 
significantly reduces the critical speed from 8.12 mm/s to 3.16 mm/s. This is a substantial 
improvement in the effectiveness of the seal. 
Figure 6.3 is a plot of critical speed vs. pattern depth h. The pattern angle is 45
o
 




. As the depth is 






of approximately 20 µm it reaches a minimum of 3.16 mm/s, less than half of the value 
without the pattern. A further increase in depth results in an increase in the critical speed. 
Thus it is clear that the pattern depth must be on the micron-scale; a macroscopic pattern 































Figure 6.3: Critical speed vs. pattern depth. 
 
The effect of the pattern angle on the critical speed is shown in Figure 6.4. The 
pattern depth is 20 µm and length l = 0.1 mm, from which, it can be derived that the 
pattern is symmetric when the pattern angle equals 22
o
, The patterns with the pattern 
angle larger than 22
o 
has a shape like the one shown in Figure 6.1; the patterns with the 
pattern angle smaller than 22
o 






































Figure 6.4: Critical speed vs. pattern angle. 
 
From Figure 6.4 it is seen that the critical speed varies strongly with pattern angle, 
which is consistent with our prediction. In fact, a seal with the small pattern angle, such 
as that shown in Figure 6.5, is even worse than one without pattern. Combining Figure 



















The effect of the sawtooth pattern on the friction force is seen in Figure 6.6 and 
Figure 6.7. The sliding speed is 5 mm/s. It is seen that the pattern produces a minimal 






























Figure 6.6: Friction force vs. pattern depth, 45
o




































Figure 6.7: Friction force vs. pattern angle, 20 µm pattern depth 
 
6.4.2 Details of Sealing 
To understand how the pattern helped to reduce leakage, the details of the 
conditions in the sealing zone of a seal with optimum pattern is compared to that of the 
conventional seal without the pattern. The sliding speed is 5 mm/s, at which the 
conventional seal is leaking and the seal with pattern is non-leaking. 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the contact pressure distributions (note that 
horizontal scales of the two figures are different). During the outstroke only four of the 
sawteeth are in the sealing zone, while during the instroke twenty-five are. For the 






contact pressures at the tips are almost double the peak contact pressure for the 







































































Figure 6.9: Contact pressure distribution, instroke, 0.005 m/s. 
 
The fluid pressure distributions are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. During 
the outstroke, the pressure goes to zero over most of the sealing zone, both for the 







































































Figure 6.12 shows this cavitating region in more detail. The dimensionless density 
is on the average lower with the patterned seal due to more intense cavitation. This is 






























Figure 6.12: Dimensionless density distribution, outstroke, 0.005 m/s. 
 
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show the film thickness distributions during outstroke 
and instroke respectively. As can be seen, during instroke the minimum film thickness, at 
the tooth tips, is substantially reduced from the conventional seal value. This is what 













































































The results of this study indicate that the inclusion of a micro-pattern on the 
sealing surface of a reciprocating rod seal can improve the sealing characteristics of the 
seal, without significantly affecting the friction force. However, it should be noted that 
the magnitude of the improvement will depend on the detailed surface characteristics 
(asperity size and density) of the seal. Furthermore, there may be practical problems that 








CHAPTER 7  
COMPARISO OF O-RIG AD U-CUP HYDRAULIC SEALS 
 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the use of a simulation in the selection of the rod seal for a 
specific application, the hydraulic actuator of an orthosis. The initial choice was an O-
ring seal. That and an alternative U-cup seal have been simulated using the model 
described before. 
7.2 Seal Configuration 
Figure 7.1 shows the cross-sections of the O-ring and U-cup seals of interest, 
which are assumed to be axisymmetric.  
 












As mentioned earlier, both an O-ring and a U-cup seal have been simulated. The 
material properties are the same as those in the analysis of the single lip seal, which are 
described in Table 3.1. Other relevant parameters are given in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1: Base Parameters of the O-ring and the U-cup seal. 
sealed pressure - outstroke 0 
sealed pressure - instroke 1 MPa-10 MPa 
rod speed  0.01 m/s-0.1 m/s 
rod diameter  3.5 mm  
stroke length 200 mm  
seal width – U-cup 1.0 mm  
seal diameter – O-ring 1.0 mm  
 
7.3.1 Leakage and Friction 
Figure 7.2 shows the computed net leakage rate per cycle (outstroke plus instroke) 
for the rod speeds at the two extreme values of interest, 0.01 m/s and 0.1 m/s. At 0.01 m/s 
both seals leak, and with about twice as much leakage for the U-cup seal as for the O-ring 
for sealed pressure above 5MPa. At 0.1 m/s there is no leakage for the U-cup seal, while 



































O-ring at 0.1 [m/s]
U-cup Seal at 0.1 [m/s]
O-ring at 0.01 [m/s]
U-cup Seal at 0.01 [m/s]
 
Figure 7.2: Leakage Rate vs. Sealed Pressure. 
 
The leakage characteristics are further illustrated in Figure 7.3, which shows the 
fluid transport per stroke for both the outstroke and instroke, for the O-ring and U-cup 
seals at a sealed pressure of 10 MPa. To achieve zero net leakage, the instroke fluid 
transport must equal or exceed the outstroke transport. This does not occur for the O-ring 
seal; the outstroke transport always exceeds the instroke transport and the seal leaks. A 











































Figure 7.3: Fluid Transport vs. Rod Speed. 
 
Conversely, the two fluid transport curves for the U-cup seal intersect, and for 
speeds above the critical speed of 0.023 m/s, the instroke transport exceeds the outstroke 
transport, indicating zero leakage. In general for the U-cup seal, if the rod speed exceeds 
a certain critical speed, the leakage will be zero (see Chapter 5). That critical speed is 


































Figure 7.4: Critical Speed vs. Sealed Pressure, U-cup Seal. 
 
From Figure 7.4 it is seen that over almost the entire operating range of the U-cup 
seal (except at the lowest speeds) there will be zero net leakage. It should be noted that 
there is no comparable critical speed plot for the O-ring seal, since that seal always leaks. 
Thus, from a leakage point of view, the U-cup seal is superior to the O-ring. 
The friction force is also of concern in this application. Figure 7.5 shows the 




































O-ring at 0.1 [m/s]
U-cup Seal at 0.1 [m/s]
O-ring at 0.01 [m/s]
U-cup Seal at 0.01 [m/s]
 
Figure 7.5: Average Friction Force vs. Sealed Pressure. 
 
It is seen that the friction force for the O-ring greatly exceeds that for the U-cup. 
Thus from the friction point of view, the U-cup seal is again superior to the O-ring. 
7.3.2 Details of Sealing 
To understand the above leakage and friction results, it is useful to examine the 
details of the sealing zone. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 show the film thickness 
distributions for the O-ring and U-cup seals at a sealed pressure of 10 MPa and rod speed 



































































For both seals the film thickness is less than three times the RMS roughness, 
indicating mixed lubrication in the sealing zone. For the O-ring the film thickness is 
lower during instroke than during outstroke, at proportional locations along the sealing 
zone. For the U-cup seal the opposite is true over half of the zone. This latter condition is 
more favorable for the prevention of leakage since a thicker film during the instroke 
allows a larger amount of fluid to be drawn back into the cylinder than is drawn out 
during the outstroke. 
It is also seen from Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 that the length of the sealing zone is 
larger during the instroke than during the outstroke (due to the increased sealed pressure) 
for both seals. However, while the instroke lengths are about the same for both seals, the 
outstroke length is much shorter for the U-cup seal than for the O-ring. This has 
implications for the friction force, as discussed below. 
The friction force on the rod is equal to the shear stress on the rod surface 
integrated over the length of the sealing zone. That shear stress is shown in Figure 7.8 
and Figure 7.9 for both seals. It is seen that the magnitude of the shear stress for the O-
ring exceeds that for the U-cup seal, during the instroke. That, together with the fact that 
the outstroke sealing zone length for the O-ring substantially exceeds that for the U-cup 
seal, as discussed above, is the reason why the average friction force is higher for the O-












































































Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 show the various pressure distributions in the sealing 
zone during the outstroke for the O-ring and U-cup seals.  
During the outstroke, the static contact pressure distribution is very symmetric for 
the O-ring, but contains a peak closer to the liquid side of the seal for the U-cup seal. The 
latter shape is characteristic of successful rod seals 
For both seals the fluid pressure goes to zero over portions of the sealing zone, 
indicating cavitation. However, the cavitated fraction of the sealing zone is much larger 
for the U-cup seal than for the O-ring. The more cavitation during the outstroke, the 
































































Figure 7.11: Pressure Distributions, Outstroke, U-cup, 10 MPa, 0.1 m/s. 
 
The pressure distributions during the instroke are shown in Figure 7.12 and Figure 
7.13. From these it is seen that all of the pressure distributions are considerably altered, 
primarily due to the increased sealed pressure. It is also seen that the cavitation has been 





































































This study demonstrates the usefulness of simulation in the selection of 
reciprocating seals. Numerical predictions show that the performance of the original 
choice of an O-ring is inferior to that of a U-cup seal. The O-ring seal will leak over the 
entire desired operating range, while the U-cup will seal over 94% of the speed range at 
the highest sealed pressure. Furthermore the friction force of the O-ring will be more than 






CHAPTER 8  
COCLUSIOS 
 
Previous experiments have shown the neglect of roughness and the assumption of 
full film lubrication of the previous theoretical models to be unrealistic and have led to 
erroneous predictions. In the present research, an elastohydrodynamic model that takes 
account of both mixed lubrication and surface roughness effects is successfully 
developed. This model is capable of predicting the key seal performance characteristics, 
especially seal leakage and friction, and serve as design tools. The critical roughness and 
critical speed, the most important measurements of seal performance, have been defined 
and determined using this model. Also as this model has been developed, the basic 
physics of seal operation has been clarified, which stimulates the development of 
innovative seal concepts, such as seals with engineered sealing surfaces.  
The results of this study indicate that the rod seal operates with mixed lubrication 
in the sealing zone, and seal roughness plays an important role in determining its 
behavior. There is a critical seal roughness, below which the seal will be non-leaking, 
above which the seal will leak. A larger film thickness during instroke compared to that 
during outstroke promotes non-leaking. Cavitation during outstroke also promotes non-
leaking. 
The results of this study also show that the behavior of a reciprocating hydraulic 
rod seal with a double lip or two seals in tandem arrangement can be very different from 






strongly affect the behavior of the primary lip by producing an elevated pressure in the 
interlip region.  The same seal characteristics that promote effective sealing in a single lip 
seal and, in addition structural decoupling of multiple lips, are found to promote effective 
sealing in a multiple lip seal. 
The model reveals seal leakage is strongly dependent on the rod speed, the sealed 
pressure and the seal roughness, for a given seal design and stroke length. There exists a 
critical rod speed, below which the seal will leak, while above which there will be zero 
net leakage. The critical rod speed depends on the seal design, the sealed pressure and the 
seal roughness. Comparison of a double lip U-cup seal with a similar size step seal 
indicates the step seal has a lower critical rod speed.   
The model is validated through comparisons of model predictions with 
experimental measurements and observations by industry partners. The results have 
shown the predicted leakage and friction force for various seal and operation conditions 
are consistent with the measurements. 
The results of this study indicate that the inclusion of a micro-pattern on the 
sealing surface of a reciprocating rod seal can improve the sealing characteristics of the 
seal, without significantly affecting the friction force. However, it should be noted that 
the magnitude of the improvement will depend on the detailed surface characteristics 
(asperity size and density) of the seal. Furthermore, there may be practically problems 







This study also demonstrates the selection of the rod seal for a specific application 
using this analytical model. The best design can be picked up before a prototype being 
built.  
In summary, this analytical model provides an effective tool for the designer to 
predict and optimize the performance of a seal design under various operating conditions. 
However, it is still necessary to combine this analytical model with experimental studies 
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